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Preface

The present volume contains the abstracts of the lec.tures held on the inter
national conference

"Partial Differential Equations"
06.-11. September 1992,

organized by the Max-Planck-Arbeitsgruppe "Partielle Differentialgleichun
gen und Komplexe Analysis" at the department of mathematics of the Pots
dam University. The conference was also supported by the Potsdam Uni
versity and the Sonderforschungsbereich 288 "Geometry and Quantum Phy
sies" in Berlin. The Max-Planek research group is a result of a restructuring
of mathematics of the former Karl-Weierstrass-Institute of Mathematies in
Berlin, Bereich "Reine Mathematik", who organized in the past aseries of
conferenees (Ludwigsfelde, 1976; Reinhardsbrunn, 1985; Holzhau, 1988; Brei
tenbrunn, 1990; Lambrecht 1991) in the same spirit as the one in Potsdam,
namely to bring together specialists in analysis, mathematieal physics and
geometry and to point out interactions and common aspeets in the reeent
development of these fields.

The interested reader can use the enclosed address list to contact the
authors.

Potsdam, 30. November 1992

M. Demuth B.-W. Schulze
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MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION METHODS IN
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, SOME NEW

DEVELOPMENTS

S. Albeverio (Ruhr- Universität Bochum)

We briefly discuss two topics, namely oscillatory integrals in infinite dimensions, on one
hand, and probabilistic integrals and stochastic p.d.e., on the other hand.

1. Oscillatory integrals in infinite dimensions and applications to quantum
mechanics versus classical mechanics
We briefly recall how one can define oscillatory integrals on Hilbert spaces in such a way
that a method of stationary phase holds for them, with applications to the study of so
lutions of Schrödinger equation.The study of such oscillatory integrals was initiated by
K. Ho and continued by several mathematicians, see e.g. [1). They are linear continuous
functionals sharing many properties of integrals in the sense of measure theory (except for
full a-additivity). Recently the method of stationary phase for them, initiated in the 70's
by R. Hcegh-Krohn, J. Rezende and rnyself, has been advanced to an effective handling
of degenerate cases as weIl, see [1]-[2]. Explicit asymrtotic expansions in powers of the
small relevant parameter h are obtained, with contro on remainders and leading terms
exhibiting negative powers of the form h-~, with p a positive rational number (Coxeter
number) associated with unfolding of the phase. In applications to Schrödinger equation,
with potentials V of the form a quadratic term plus a (bounded) nonlinearity, the initial
condition can be of the form etT/J<p('l/J, c.p smooth)(h Planck's constant) or of the 8-forrn
(fundamental solutions). The expansions are around classical orbits. We also discuss sin
gularities and an explicit asymptotic expansion in h for the "Schrödinger theta function"
8(t) = Tr e-t tHh = I: e-* ).n(h)(~n(h): eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian Hh = - ;2 ß +V
in L2(~, dx)), in terms of classical periodic orbits (the leading term gives a mathema
tical realizatlon of "Gutzwiller's trace formula" , of importance In the study of "classical
chaos" versus "quantum chaos"). These results obtained recently [2] extend previous
ones in [3]. We also point out applications of infinite dimensional oscillatory integrals to
the computation ü:f topological invil:riants from a Chern-Simons (topological) field model
(mathernatical realization, in the abelian case, of a conjecture of Atiyah-Witten) [4).

2. Probabilistic integrals and stochastic p.d.e., with applications to classical
fields versus quantum fields
vVe mention briefly how probabilistic techniques perrnit to handle, at least partly, si
milar problems for quantum fields associated with classical fields like the one given
by a non linear Klein-Gordon equation. We show in particular how the quantized so
lution <p of such an equation, first with "regularized nonlinearity", can be given as
c.p( t, y) = eifHI'c.p(O, y)e-itHI', with( t, y) = x E IR X g:rJ-l the space time point. Here cp(O, y)
is the (generalized) randorn field X(O, y; 0), with X(x; T), T E lR+ a diffusion (generalized
randorn field) associated with the classical Dirichlet form (on S(IRd))~ J 'Vu \1 VdPE in
L 2 (PE), PE being a certain probability measure on S(ur) (characterized by the action
functional associated with the classical field). P is the invariant measure for the pro
cess T -t X (.; T) and - H J.t is the generator associated with the classical Dirichlet form
! J \7u \7 vdp in L2(p) (p is supported in S(~-l)). X(.; T) solves a parabolic stochastic
p.d.e. These results, initiated in the mid 70's by R. Hce:gh-Krohn and myself, have been



greatly advaneed reeently, see [5] and M. Röekner's lecture at this eonferenee. For d ~ 2
and special nonlinearities the regularization eao be removed maintaining non triviality.
c.p is then a relativistie (loeal) field (over d-dimensional spaee-time). X(x; 0) is 30 Markov
field, homogenous (i.e. invariant in the probabilistie sense) with respeet to the Euelidean
group over ur.To handle the ease d = 4 an alternative eonstruetion has been developed,
involving solving stoehastie p.d.e. with non gaussian noise, see [6]. We also mention a
reeent strang result on essentJal self-adjointness of generators of classical infinite dimensio
nal Dirichlet forms [7]. Somewhat similar methods eao be used for hyperbolie stoehastic
p.d.e. obtained by adding a spaee-time noise to non linear Klein-Gordon equations [8].
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EXPANSION IN EIGENVECTORS OF MULTIPARAMETER SPECTRAL
DIFFERENTIAL PROBLEMS

Yu. M. Berezansky (Institute of Mathematies, Ukrainian Aead. Sei., Kiev)

The multiparameter spectral problem for two ordinary differential operators LI, L2 has the
form:

(LI, Xl'P )(xt, X2) - ()q bll (xt) + A2b12(Xt))'P(Xl, X2)
(L 2 , X2'P)(Xt, X2) = (Al b21(X2) + A2b22(X2))'P(Xl, X2)

Here bjk are fixed funetions, 'P is an eigenfunction and A = (..\1, ..\2) is an eigenvalue. Thus
the last two equations are connected only by means of the two speetral parameters Al, A2 ..
The talk contains some theorems about expansions in trus type of eigenfunction for ~eneral<

n-parameter self-adjoint spectral problems. The results include operators with contlnuous:
spectrum and general elliptic partial differential operators, they are published in [1]-[3].
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PROBLEMS IN PERTUBATION SP.ECTRAL THEORY RELATED TO THE
PERIODIC SCHRODINGER OPERATOR

M. Sh. Birman (Dep. of Math. Physics, University St. Petersburg)

In L2(ur), d> 1, the operator Ho = -div(a grad) + p(x) is considered with a : ur -. ur,
0< a = const; p(x+n) = p(x), n E zl. For a perturbed operator one takes H = Ho+q(x)
where the impurity potential q(x) has the asymptotics

(1)

as I x 1-. 00. Under these conditions there is a unitary scattering matrix S = S(E) for the
pair Ho, H with S - I compact. Ei%envalues of S(E) can be written in the form e':f'2i6~"
o< o~ ~ ~. The scattering phases om(E) tend to zero as m -. 00. The problem is to find'..
asymptotics of 8; as m -+ 00. The analogous problem for p(x) = 0 was solved in [1]. In
the same paper a generalization is given for an unperturbed operator of the form F( -iV)
and for H = F( -iV) + q where the condition (1) is satisfied. In [1] it is shown that in the
latter case

p-1
lim m'lt5; = g±, 'Y = --. (2)

rn-oo d - 1

There is an explicit expression for 9± (see [1]) as integrals over the surface
G(E) = {k E ur :F(k) = E}. Here one supposes that the surface G(E) does not contain
critical points, V F( k) #- O.
In the present paper It is shown that for the periodic Sehrödinger operator the asymptotics
(2) are valid too, and the problem may be redueed to the one consldered in [1]. Let E,(k),
1= 1,2, ... be branches of a band funetion for the periodic operator. Suppose that there are
no critical points on G(E) = {k : E, (k) = E} for some I. Then (2) is valid for the seattering
phases wi th the same 9± as in [1] for F(k) = Ei (k). If the equation Ei (k) = E is solvable for
several/, then the phases deeompose ioto series and every series has tbe asymptotics of the
form (2). Thus, the expression for g± contains only the periodic operator band function.
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A C*-ALGEBRA PROOF OF THE MOURRE ESTIMATE FOR N-BODY
HAMILTONIANS

A. Boutet de Monvel ( Universite Paris VII)

We have proposed to eonsider the problem of "generalized non-relativistie N-body theory"
from another point of view. It is clear that almost all Hamiltonians describing intere
sting physical models have a "many-channel structure". This always happens when the
system has a "subsystem strueture" 1 or has several channels, and this IS the case for
most models of solid state physics, nuclear theory and quantum field theory. So the
first problem is to give a precise mathematical meaning to the concept "many-ehannel
Hamiltonians". For the case of system with a finite number of degrees of freedom, my pro
posal is to define this class of operators by the property to be affiliated to a C*-algebra
which has a special structure. It is graded with respeet to a finite partially ordered
set 1:,. I have shown that a large part of the usual non-relativistic N-body theory
can be developed for Hamiltonians affiliated to graded C·-algebras: Weinberg-von Win
ter equation, and HVZ theorem are very natural in this eontext; the same thing hap·
pens with the Mourre theory if the action of the group of automorphisms indueed by
the eonjugate operator is eompatible with the grading. We deseribe the essential spee-
trum (relative to the natural maximal ideal).
We showed that for any I:,-graded C*-algebra C the application

is a * -homomorphism of C onta a C· -subalgebra of C with kernel equal to C(sup 1:,). In
particular the quotient map is an isometrie *-homomorphism of the quotient C· -algebra
CjC(sup.c) onto a C·-subalgebra of C, whieh provides a canonieal C*-embedding

CjC(sup.c) ~ C= E9 CE.
lEI;;;;2

Using the faet that the spectrum of an element (SE)IEI=2 of C is equal
to the union of the speetra of its components SE , we immediately get a
new and very neat proof of the HVZ theorem:

C-uess(E) = U u(HE ),

IEI=2

Also if {Wr } rE IR is a Co-group of automorphisms of C compatible with the grading
(WrC( E) c C( E) for each E E 1:" T E IR), and if H is a self-adjoint operator affilia
ted to C of dass C~(A) then eaeh HE is of dass C~(A), formally we have W r = eA ,..

Define PH relative to the * -ideal C(sup .c). Then we have

....... .
PR = ffiln PHE

IEI;;;;2



The last point, and probably the most important one, is that an obvious generalization
can be made to the case when fermionic degrees of freedom are present. In fact CeR
(or Weyl) algebra could be replaced by the GAR (or Glifford) algebra, or more generally
one may eonsider a supersymmetric situation (a 7L'l - graded symplectic space and the
Weyl-Glifford algebra eonstructed over it). Finally, we give a new proof of the Mourre
estimate, which does not involve any geometrie object (such as the partition of unity in
the configuration space).
Also I showed the interactions may depend on the intercluster momentum and may be
very singular (even hard.core). For this operator we describe the essenti~l spectrum, the
absence at singularly continuous spectrum and an optimal form of the limiting absorption
principle.
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ASYMPTOTICS OF A PERTURBED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

L. Boutet de Monvel (Universite de Paris VI)

This is a resume of a work [BBL] with Anne Boutet de Monvel-Berthier and Gilles Lebeau.
We eonsider a perturbed harmonie oseillator H =: Ho +V(x) on JRn

, with Ho =: !(-,6, +
q(x)) a harmonie osciHator (q a real ~ 0 quadratie form, e.g. q = E(AjXj)'2,.Äj > 0),
and V a smooth function with bounded imaginary part. It is immediate that Hand Ho
have the same domain in L2

, so their eigenvalues have the same order of magnitude, and
the traees Tr eitHo , Tr eitH are weH defined as distributions. The distribution Tr eitHo

is easy to eompute ( it is the sum of a geometrie series) and its singularities are loeated
at the lengths of dosed integral eurves of the Hamiltonian field ~ ~j8/8xj - >"j8/a~j.

By eomparison to a more dassical situation one expeets the singularities of Tr eitH to be
loeated at the same points. '
In the "dassical" setting [eh], rDG], Ho is replaeed by a 1st order elliptie pseudodifferential
operator A on a eompaet manitold, and thelerturbation H by A+R with R a lower degree
real operator. Ir the perturbation R is mil enough (e.g. R E OP5'; with m +D< 172),
and R has bounded imaginary part) the "dassical pseudodifferential ealeulus" gives the
answer: we have Tr eitH

=: Tr eitHo P, where P is a pseudodifferential operator in a good
Hörmander dass [Höl], whose symbol ean be ealculated by pseudodifferential ea1culus
(transfer equations of the WBK method).
Here an adequate pseudodifferential ea1culus for the harmonie oscillator is the Bernstein
ealeulus, in which one assigns the weight 1/2 to both Xj and 8/8xj, so that Ho appears as
an elliptie operator of degree 1. For this ealculus the relevant symbol spaees are the S7
(symbols of degree m and irregulari ty D; a(x,~) E 5'; (/R2n

) if for any (x~) derivation index
Q we have la:eal ~ c,st(1 + x 2 + ~2)m+(6-1/2)1ol. There is a notion of elliptic operator (e.g.

Ho is elliptic of degree 1, D=: 0), of Soboley spaces (HS
=: (Ho)-S L2 , Hoo is the Schwartz

space of rapidly decreasing funetions), and of wavefront sets and mierolocalisation; in
faet the whole situation is mierolocally isomorphie to the dassieal one (cf [B]). For the
perturbed harmonie oseillator H =: Ho + V(x), even in the simplest ease where V is
periodie, we are outside of the ease where the pseudodifferential or WKB ca1culus ean
work (the irregularity Dis ~ 1/2 and the asymptotie expansions one would like to eonstruet
diverge). Following Beals [B] we introduce modified spaees of symbols 2:;': an operator
A belongs to OP 2:;' if it is of degree m, ie. eontinuous H6 ~ H6-m, all s, and if for any
QI, ...Qk E OP5~ (Udassieal" of degree 1) the k-th bracket [Qk, ... [QI, A] ...] (which is the
substitute for a k-th derivative) is of degree :$ m + kD.
We again look at the scattering operator P = eitHo eitH . P satisfies the differential equation

dP . H . Il
- = i~P with ~ = e-d °Ve1t

0 (P(O) = Id)
dt

Using this one ean show easily by funetional ealculus that P belongs to OP 2:~+6 if V(x) E
51 with ,+ D< 1(, ~ 0, D~ 1/2) and V has a bounded imaginary part (this does not
cover all eases where V is o(x2 ) but at least eovers the case where V and its derivatives
are not too large at 00, in partieular when they are all bounded, e.g. V periodic). In that
ease P is a mieroloeal operator, as any operator in a dass OP 2:;',6<1, so the distribution
kerneis of eitHo and eitH = eitHo P have the same wavefront. It then follows that for the



trace distributions we have WF(TreitH ) C WF(TreitHo ) since these tra.ces are integrals of
restrietions to tbe diagonal, and this enters neatly in the usual wavefront calculus, (taking
into account the modified Bernstein-type definition of WF in the space directions).
Thus we bave proved that tbe singular set of tbe distribution Tr eitH is still contained in
the set of lengths of dosed orbits of the Hamiltonian field, as in the unperturbed case,
although the usual asymptotics do not apply (note however that this method only gives an
indusion and does not glve a precise description of the singularities or their asymptotics,
as it is possible in the classical case).
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ON CONSTRUCTIONS MAKING DIRAC OPERATORS INVERTIBLE AT INFINITY

Ulrich Bunke (MPI für Mathematik, Bonn)

Let M be the compactification of a complete Riemannian manifold by the Higson-
corona. There is a long exact sequence of K -theory leading to the diagram

Here !(j is the finite K -theory, r is the relative index pairing and s is the spectral flow
pairing. rand 9 are constructed using a graded Dirac operator on M while S and u are
defined using an ungraded one. u and gare defined by the index of certain Callias type
operators.
Another construction employs areal CI!l--equivariant Dirac operator D over a complete
Riemannian open manifold. Let f : 8M -+ S"-I, k ~ n and I E C(M) ® JRk 'n
COO(M) ® IR" be a lift of f. We form A = D + cj. Assume that 0 E IEt is regular
for j and N := 1-1 (0). Then

[ker A] = a(N) E KOn-k(JR)

Ir N is compact and open, a( N) =1= 0, then there is 00 metric on N x IR" with uniform
positive sca]ar curvature at innnlty quasiisometrie to the product metric. This generalizes
theorems of M. Lesch and J. Roe. -
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A GLOBAL ATTRACTING SET FOR THE KURAMOTO-SIVASHINSKY EQUATION

P.Collet, J.-P. Eckmann, H. Epstein and J. Stubbe ( Universite de Geneve)

We prove new bounds on the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation

ßtU(x, t) +O:U(x, t) + 8~U(x, t) + U(x, t)8r U(x, t) = O.

The interest in this equation is based on its relation as aphase equation for hydrodynamic
problems. We consider it on a bounded interval [-t, tl with periodic boundary conditions.

r

Since the 'original equation' is for the integral, H(x, t) = Jdy U(y, t), we always require
o

tJdxU(x, t) = O.

-~2

In 1985, Nicolaenko, Scheurer and Temam (Physica D16, 155-183) showed that if the initial
data are in .c2

, and are antisymmetrie with respect to the ori~in, then the evolution leaves
them in .c2

, forever, and there is aglobai attracting set in.c whose diameter is bounded
where the bound depends on the size L of the system.
By extending their method we obtain a more stringent bound and we drop the requirement
of antisymmetry.
The following bound holds for all periodic solutions with initial data in .c2 :

l..
2

lim sup Jdx U2(x, t) :::; const . L lf.
t-oo

-t
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ON TRANSPORT AND SPECTRAL PROPERTIES FOR THE
SCHRODINGER EQUATION WITH STRONGLY FLUCTUATING

POTENTIALS

J.M. Combes ( Universite de Toulon)

The connections between long-time behaviour of solutions for the Schrödinger equations
and spectral properties of the time evolution operator are revisited. loterest in this
discussion is motivated by recent investigations of quantum models occuring in solid state
physics which exhibit unusual spectra (e.g. dense point, Cantor set) and unusual dynamies .
e.g. diffusive or subdiffusive. lt is argued that in such situations the usual description of
such connections in terms of the RAGE theorem or it's refinements is not wen adapted
due to the non-stability of the orthogonal decomposition associated to the components
of the spectral family; this non-stability manifests itself in particular for perturbations
which are local and thus should not affect the transport properties of the system.
Recent work by I. Guarneri (BBL], T. Geisel et al. fehl show that the ,$eneralized dimen
sion of the_~pectral measure is deeply related to the fong-time behavlour of correlation
functions. We present their results 10 the light of Strichartz' analysis of Fourier asympto
tics of fractal measures (DG]. Guarneri '5 lower bounds for lattice dynamics are extended
to ur ; these bounds read:

where a is the dimension of the spectral measure associated to 1/;0 and 1/;t is the solution
at time t of the Schrödinger equation with the initial value tPo.
These bounds are confronted to conditions obtained by P. Hislop and the author un
der which fluctuating potentials exhibit absence of diffusion or of absolutely continuous
spectrum. In this latter case these conditions generalize results of Simon-Spencer to con
tlnuous systems in any dimension: they imply in turn absence of diffusion only for d ~ 2
in agreement with Guarneri's lower bounds.
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QUANTITATIV~SEMICLASSICAL ERROR ESTIM:ATES BETWEEN
SCHRODINGER AND DmICHLET SEMIGROUPS

M. Demuth ( Max-Planck-Arbeitsgruppe, Universität Potsdam)
F. Jeske ( Universität Bochum)
W. Kirsch ( Universität Bochum)
I. McGillivray (SFB 288, Technische Universität Berlin)

We consider Schrödinger operators ;,,2Ho + W, Ho = -ß, in L2 (IEr). The potential is
given in the form W = V + U, where V is supposed to be in Kato's class. U is a positive
potential barrier, i.e. we assurne there is a region r in IR:J such that U(x) ~ Uo, x E r,
wbere Uo is a (large) positive value. r ca.n be unbounded so that N-particle situations or
periodic potentials used in solid state physics are included.
Tbe Schrödinger semigroup exp{-th2 (Ho + f,-V + pU)} is compared with the Dirichlet

semigroup, the generator of which, denoted by (1i2Ho+V) lli\r' is the Friedrichs extension

of h2 Ho +V restricted to L 2(IR:J\f)n dom (Ho +V) . It models the system with infinitely
large Uo.
We give a quantitative estimate for tbe norm resolvent difference of the form

if 1i is small. The value of d(h) depends on the size of r. If ar is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous and satisfies a cone condition then d(li) < hex, 0 < a < 1. The power a
depends on the geometry of ar. This dependence IS given. In the simplest case, where r

2
is tbe halfspace, d(n) = n'3. The general case and details are formulated in [1].
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A TRACE FORMULA FOR SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS AND QUANTIZATION
ON SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS

B.V. Fedosov (Institute of Physics and Technology, Moscow)

For a{x) E c~{m.'Jn) and H{x, h) .- Ho{x) + hHt{x) + ... not depending on x at 00 with
real Ieading term Ho{x), consider an expression

where a, H are Weyl pseudo-differential operators, corresponding to the symbols a, H. By
a trace formula we mean an asymptotic expansion of / when h ~ 0 and t > 0 is fixed.

THEOREM: Let 'P{x, t) be a hamiltonian flom in m'1.f1 cO'TTfsponding to Ho{x), MO be the.
set 0/ jixed points 0/ 'P.

1. I/ supp an MO = 0 then / = O(hOO
)

2. I/ supp a n MO is a jinite set 0/ non-degenerate jixed points, then
f = L: e-*(HO(~)+~Hl(~»t a{x) + O{h).

%EMO Vrht(l-lP (r,t))

A similar theorem is 'p'roved in more general 'global' situations~ when m'1.n is replaced by a
symplectic manifold (M,w), admitting the quantization proceaure.
As a consequence a theorem of Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz type is obtained. Another interesting
example is the Weyl character formula for classical groups.
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HEAT CONTENT ASYMPTOTICS

P.B. Gilkey (University of Oregon)

Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with smooth boundary DM and let D be a
second order operator on the space of smooth seetions to a smooth vector boundle V. If
11 E COO(V) and 12 E COO(V·), we define

ß(/ll 1-2, D, B)(t) = Je- tDB 11 ·/2
M

where we impose suitable boundary conditions B to define the heat operator Da. For
example, if D = 6.0 is the scalar Laplacian, if 8 is Dirichlet boundary conditions, and if
11 = 12 = 1, then ß represents the total heat energy content of M with initial constant
temperature and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
As t -? 0+, there is an asymptotic series

00

ß ~ L ßn(/1 l J.J, D, B)t'i
n=O

wbere the ßn are locally computable. We compute ßn for n ~ 4 for Dirichlet, for n ~ 6 for
Neumann, and for n ~ 3 for mixed boundary conditions. This is joint work with M. Van
den Berg and S. Desjardins.
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LONG RANGE SCATTERING FOR THE NON- LINEAR
SCHRODINGER (NLS) AND HARTREE EQUATION

J. Ginibre (Universite de Paris Sud)
(in collaboration wi th T. Ozawa)

We study the theory of scattering and more precisely the problem of the existence of
modified wave operators (W.O.) for the NLS equation

and for the Hartree equation

in space- time IIr'+1 in the Coulomb-like limiting case p - 1 = 2/n (resp. I = 1). In
the same way as for the linear Schrödinger equation, the ordinary wave operators are
expected to exist if the interaction decreases sufficiently fast at infinity in space, namely
for p - 1 > 2/n (resp. i > 1). They are proved not to exist in the opposite case
p - 1 ~ 2/n (resp. , ~ 1). In that case one should define modified W.G. by replacing the
free dynamics by a modined asymptotic dynamics in their definition. The present lecture
is devoted to that problem in the Coulomb-like limiting case p - 1 = 2/n (resp. I = 1).
We propose several modified asymptotic dyoamics inspued by the linear case and taking
advantage of the special commutatlon properties of the free Schrödinger group. We reduce
the existence proof of the modified W.G. to solving an integral equation for the Cauchy
problem with infinite initial time. We solve that equation by a contraction method for
large times and a standard continuation to finite times, thereby proving the existence of
modified W.O. defined on a dense set (in L2

) of suitably small asymptotic states, for the
NLS equation with p - 1 = 2/n in dimension 1 ~ n ~ 3 and for the Rartree equatioil
with i = 1 in dimension n ~ 2. The modified W.O. satisfy the standard intertwining
property.
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FRECHET ALGEBRAS IN THE PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
AND AN APPLICATION TO THE PROPAGATION OF SINGULARITIES

B. Gramsch (Fachbereich Mathematik, Universität Mainz)

For a theory of analytic Fredhnlm functions in algebras of pseudo-differentialoperntors and
of operators on singular spaces it is cnnvenient to consider, following order reduetion, unital

*symmetrie Frechet algehras A cnntinuously tmhetlded in Cl C -algebra B with the

properties: I) A n 8- 1 = A-1 (spectral invarianc~; 11) A is a eountable projective limit of
Banach algebras (cf. Operator Th. vol. 57~· fJirkhäuser 199~ 71 - 98, and the Iiterature
there). The properties r anu 11 are invariant with respect to eountable intersections in B.

'This leads to the pnssibility of localizations of I) and 11) on singular spaces. E. Schrohe
(Hab....Thesis, Mainz 91/92) and K. Lorentz (Thesis, Mainz 91/92) made substantial

•
contributions to this progrnm on '1' -algebras. The propenies land 11 help to Qvercome
problems conceming the non linear functional analysis for the implicit funetion theorem in
Frechet spaces arising for Fredholm functions and the Oka principle (cf. e.g. Gromov 1989,
Leiterer 1990). Now we can prove using only land II tor the set M of semi-Fredholm
operators with kernel dimension y <::c in A

1tO( c?f(Q.M» ~ 11"0 ( ~(Q, M» (Oka),

where Q is aStein manifnld, d( the space of holomorphie and ~ the space of
continuous mappings, 1tO denotes the set of connected components. The nation of a lacally

A... rational homogeneolL') space is very usefuf to treat special submanifolds of Frechet spaces
(cf. Math. Ann. 269 (1984) 27..71). Many open problems arise for the Olea principle
connected to Frechet spaces and Frechet-Lie groups (e.g. boundary behavior; without I Of.

11). For connections to the meromorphic inversion and the division problems for operator
valued distributions see Gramsch, Kahallo, Integr. Eq. Op. Th. 12 (1989). For a "non
commuL'ltive" approach to Hörmanders result on the propagation of singularities we use
ideas of Helton (1977) anti also of Cordes (196R, 1986) and M. Tnylor (1976). Let X be a
Banach space with dense inclusions E C X C F for thc loeally eonvex vector spaces E
and F. Let A be a suhalgehra of .1'(X) n "((E) n .t'(F) with unit e = Id and B the
norm cJn~ure of A in .2'(X); let 1t: B - B/I be the homomorphism far the closed
two-sided ideal I of B. With respect to the duality of the Banach spaces (BII)' and BII
we detine the set 9J1 of extreme point"i

!JJ1 : = extr {~l E (B/I)' : 11 ,ll 11 si, ,ll (Jt(e» = I}



and relative to A, E C X C F aod I the generalized \vave front WF(u) far u E F with

Ju ={aEA:auEE}

WF(u) : ={m E 9J1 : < m, Mu > =o}
where M deootes tht: norm closure.. of 1r (1) in 8/1 and <',' > the dual pairing ofu u
(B/I)' and BII. Instead of 9J1' we may consider the weak closure of rot
If the parameterized family a t of isometrie automorphisms of BII has the left ideal Mu

as an invariant set, 0t (M u) eMu' then with m E WF(u) the generalized bicharacteristic

strip t~ atem) is contnineu in WF(u) for the dual automorphisms a t : (B/lY~ (BII)'

of Qt' For an appropriatt: unhounded opt:rator T on X 1 T : D(T) --t X we have in

same cases the following realization ()f (Xt with a strongly continuous group e(t) =

exp (it T) on E, X and F. For u E D~T) and [e(t)u]' = i e(t)T u we obtaio'·

e(-t)a e(t)u E E under the assumption TuE E and a E J . If we assume
u

at(.n:(b) =1t (e(-t)b e(t», bEB or A,

we obtain for the singularity m E WF(u) and for TuE E

t~ (X~(m) E WF(u)

carresponding to the dual family {Xi . The idea is that (in view of order reduction) the

elements T of the liLie algehm" of the group G C .z'(Xf1 n .z'(E)-1 n .z'(F)-1 for which

G 3 g t--+ g-l a g generates an automorphism of A, qualify with TuE E far the abave
procedure. Using with the pr()p~rties land 11 appropriate specializations on compact
manifolds one is in weil known situations.
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ON A GEOMETRIC CRITERION FOR THE UNIFORM PARABOLIC HARNACK
INEQUALITY ON A COMPLETE RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD

A.Grigor'yan (Universität Bielefeld)

Let M be a smooth connected non-compact complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold,
n ~ 2. Let ~ denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M, BR ( x) the geodesie ball of radius
R centered at the point x E M.

THEOREM 1 Suppose that the following conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for some posi
tive constants A, a, N:

(a) for any ball Bn(x)
Vol B~n(x) ~ A Vol BR(x);

(b) Poincare inequality:
for any ball BNR(X) and any function JE COO(BNn(x))

J 1"\7f 12~ /;.2 f (f - 7) 2
,

BNR(X) BR(X)

where 7= f fand all integrals are taken against the Riemannian volume. Then the uni~
BR(r)

form Harnack inequality for the heat equation is valid, in partieular for any positive solution
u(x, t) of the heat equation uf - ~u = 0 defined in a cylinder Co = BR(xo) X (0, R2)

supU ~ Pinfu
C2 Cl
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TUNNELING EFFECT FOR THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION

B. HeHrer (Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris)

This is areport on work in progress with B. Paresse.
We consider the Klein-Gordon equation

on L2 (mn
), with h > O. We assume lim V = -1

lxl-oo

V(x', -xn ) == V(x', xn )

and that V has two non-degenerate minima (min V < -1). Then we prove that the splitting"
between the two smallest eigenvalues "'fG, ),fG satisfies

wKG = (1 - ((1 + min V - V)+)2)+.
~10reover we get identity in the case where for example

where So is the Agmon distance between the two minima for the Agmon-metric associated'
to the potential

V < 1 + min V.

The quest ion of identity is open when this inequality is not satisfied (see however results by
R. Carmona, W. Masters and B. Simon). One problem is the singularity of ~ -+ JI + ~2
at the points where ~2 == -1.
The comparison with corresponding resuits for the Dirac operator obtained by X. P. Wang
appears to be very interesting. .
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REMARKS ON HOLMGREN'S UNIQUENESS THEOREM

L. Hörmander (University of Lund)

1. Holmgren's uniqueness theorem ean be regarded as the eombination of a microlocal
non-charaeteristic analyticity theorem and the faet that for any distribution (or hyper
function) u

(1) N(suppu) C WFA(U).

Recall (see [1, Chap. 8, 9]) that if F is a closed subset of a C2 manifold X, then the
exterior conannal set Ne(F) C T*( ..X:) \ 0 is defined a.s the set of all (XO, ~O) such that
xO E F and there exists areal valued function f E C2(X) with df(xO) = ~o f:. 0 and

(2) fex) ~ f(xo) when x E F n U,

for some open neighbarhood U of xO. We \vrite N(F) = {(x, ±~); (x,~) E Ne(F)}. A
stronger result than (1) is due to !(ashiwara: If (XO, ~O) E Ne(suppu), then

It can be further improved by taking eurvature properties inta account. If F is a closed set
and (xO, ~O) E Ne(F), then the set Gxo,eo of all f E C2(~y) such that f(xO) = 0, J'(xO) = ~o~

and (2) holds for some open neighborhood U of xO, depending on f, is a convex set. For
fo E Gxo,eo the invariantly defined set

(4)

is a convex set in the symmetrie tensor produet S2(T;o(X» consisting of quadratic farms

on Txo(X), and it has a closed convex asymptotic eone Qxo,~o independent of the choice of
Jo, eontaining all negative semidefinite farms. The positive semidefinite forms of maximal
rank in Qxo,eo have the same radical, and the annihilator g(xO, ~O) in T;o contains ~o and
- ~o. It is independent of eO when ~o is in the relative interior of {e; (x 0 , e) E Ne (F) },
and we define Neff(F)xo = g(xO, ~O) then. A proof of an extenJion of (1) to arbitrary
(XO, ~O) E Neff(suppu) was outlined; it can also be used to extend (3) similarly.

2. Counterexamples show that the conclusion af Holmgren's uniqueness. theorem is
in general false for differential operators with Coo, non-analytic eoefficients. However,



Robbiano [3] proved recently a related uniqueness theorem for wave equations 82u/8t2 

A(x, Dr;)u = 0 with coefficients independent of t. In [2] we have proved a more precise and
general version of trus result which shows that for solutions u of second order hyperbolic
equations invariant under the flow along a timelike vector field 9 the normal set N(suppu)
is located between the characteristic surface and a dilation of it in a fixed ratio K E
[1, /27/23] along the annihilator of 9. It is not known if this is true with K = 1 which
would mean that the conclusion of Holmgren's theorem is valid for such operators.
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THE INTERBAND LIGHT ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FOR
HEAVILY DOPED SEMICONDUCTORS

W. Kirsch (Universität Bochurn)
(joint work with L. Pastur and B. Koruzhenko, Kharkov, Ukraine)

We define and investi~ate the interband light absorption coefficient (ILAC) for sernicon~
ductors with randorn lrnpurities. The serniconductor is described in a two~band model by
two Schrödinger operators H± = -ß ± Vw , where Vw is a randorn (ergodic) potential.
The interband light absorption coefficient a(A) rneasures the amount of light of a given
energy A that can be absorbed by the semiconductor per unit volurne. It is defined as a
therrnodynamic limit of a function of operators H± restricted to bounded domains of ur.
This function involves both the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the restricted opera
tors. The Laplace transform of the limit a(A) can be expressed throu~h certain (double)
Wiener integrals. This expression is used to investigate the asymptotIc behaviour of the
ILAC for large or small energies.
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SOME PRonueT FORMULAS WITH ERROR ESTIM:ATES

S.T. Kuroda ( Gakushuin University of Tokyo)

This research is motivated by a study of exylicit methods in numerical analysis for compu·
ting the solution exp( -itH)u of the Schrodinger equation. In general terms the method
may be formulated as exp(-itH)u = V(t/n)n u + Rn(t)u, where V(t) is a small time
approximation of exp(-itH) and Rn(t)u is an error term.
When H = A + B, the usefulness of the Lie-Trotter approximation VI (t) = exp(- i tA)
exp( -itB) or its symmetrized form V2 (t) = exp( -itA/2) exp( -itB) exp( -itA/2) is em
phasized by several authors. Provided that A and Bare bounded, the order of error is
Rn(t) = O(l/n) for VI and = O(1/n 2

) for V2 •

In this talk the following two questions are discussed.

(1) Are there any product formulas of symmetrized type which give an error of higher
order? As an answer a (unique) O{1/n4 ) formula is explicitly computed. The
formula contains seven exponentiaI factors.

(2) How to estimate the error, knowing the order of error? In the case of bounded gene
rators A, B, estimates in the operator norm are easily obtained. In the unbounded
case the order of error depends on how "regular" the initial vector u iso The "re·
gularity" is expressed by the condition that u belongs to the domain of a fractional
power of A + B.
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THE TIM:E-ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF INITIAL
VALUE PROBLEMS IN ELASTICITY FOR MEDIA WITH CUBIC

SYMMETRY

R. Leis ( Universität Bonn)

Considerable pro~ress has been made proving the existenee of global in time smooth
solutions for nonhnear wave equations and small data during reeent years. To do so, on
the one hand one uses loeal existenee theorems for the nonlinear equation, and on the
other hand estimates on the spreading of the solutions of the linearized equation. The idea
then is to eombine both, ehoose the data small enough such that the linear solution lives
long enough until the linear spreading effeet takes over and finally prevents the solution
from exploding.
Little work has been done for equations with underlying anisotropie media. Therefore
estimates of this kind for solutions to linear equations of elasticity and media with eubie
symmetry are presented in the lecture. The free space problem can be eompletely diseus
sed whereas in ease of exterior boundary value problems an additional damping term has
to be inserted.
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RADIATION CONDITIONS FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS IN DOMAINS
WITH NON-SMOOTH BOUNDARY

B.A. Plamenevsky ( Inst. of Telecommunications, St. Petersburg)

The present talk is a survey of a number of papers by B.A. Nazarov and B.A. Plamenevsky.
Correct statements of elliptic boundary value problems involving radiation conditions on
singularities of boundary are discussed. One introduces the notions of outgoing and inco
ming waves.(ln the c1assical situation where the Sommerfeld and Mandelstam principles
are applicable, these notions agree with definitions adopted in those principles). Such a
c1assification of waves allows one to give a statement of the problem with natural radia
tion conditions and establish its solvability. The motivation of such considerations is the
intention to develop a rigorous theory of the "threshold effect" and the Wood anomalies
in the elasticity theory.
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THE SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC VLASOV-EINSTEIN SYSTEM

G. Rein (Universität München)
(joint work with A.D. Rendal)

Consider a lar~e ensemble of mass points interaeting by a selfeonsistent gravitational field,
e.g. the stars In a ~alaxy. Such a system is usually deseribed by a distribution funetion
on phase spaee, satlsfyin!? a eontinuity equation, the Vlasov equation, eoupled to a field
equation for the gravitatIonal field. In the Newtonian setting this leads to the Vlasov
Poisson system. The relativistie analogue is the Vlasov-Einstein system where gravity is
described by Einstein's field equation of general relativity. We have the following results
on this system:
Global existenee of solutions of the spherieally symmetrie Vlasov-Einstein system with
small initial data (to appear in Commun. in Math. Phys.),
The Newtonian limit of the spherieally symmetrie Vlasov-Einstein system (to appear in
Commun. in Math. Phys.), .
Smooth statie solutions of the spherically symmetrie Vlasov-Einstein system (to appear
in Ann. cl' Inst. H. Poineare, Phys. Theor.).
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DIRICHLET FORMS, ANALYTIC CONTRACTION SEMIGROUPS, AND
CORRESPONDING MARKOV PROCESSES

M. Röekner (Universität Bonn)

In the first part of the talk an overview of the general theory of (non-symmetrie) Dirieblet
forms on general state spaees was given. In partieular, tbe eorresponding semigroups (Tt)t>o,
(tt)t>o~ resolvents (Go )0>0, (Go )0>0 and generators L, Lwere eharacterized. Subsequently,
an anaJytie eharaeterization of the dass of Diriehlet forms whieh are assoeiated with pairs
of ri~ht eontinuous strong Markov proeesses was presented. Finally, examples on finite and
infinIte dimensional state spaces were described.
In the seeond part of the talk a solution to the problem of 'Diriehlet (or Markov) uniqueness'
for generalized Schrödinger operators on ur was given. This result extends to corresponding
infinite dimensional situations.
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THE REDUCED WAVE EQUATION WITH TWO UNBOUNDED MEDIA

Yoshirni Saitö (University of Ala.bama, Birmingham)

Consider the self-adjoint operator H defined by

{
D(H) _ H2\fflN ) C 11. = L2(JRN ,p(x)dx),
Hu - - J.J(~)'~~'

where H2 (mN
) is the Sobolev space 9f the second order, and

Jll, P2 > 0, PI =I P2 with

{
01 = {x = (x}, , xN) E mN

O2 = {x = (X}, ,XN) E m
The separating surface

XN > cp(X}, ... , XN-l)},

XN < <p(X}, "',XN-d}.

is assumed to have a 'cone-like' shape such that its vertex is at the origin and its axis is
the positive (or negative) xN-axis. We shall discuss the limiting absorption principle for
the operator H with emphasis on finding the appropriate boundary condition at 00 (the
radiation condition) for H.
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ELLIPTIC PAIRS AND INDEX THEOREMS

J.-P. Schneiders, P. Schapira (Universite Paris Nord)

An elliptic pair (M, F) on a complex analytic manifold X is the data of bounded complex
of coherent Vx-modules M and a bounded complex of Dl-constructible sheaves F such
that

char M n SSF c TxX

Let X be a complexification of areal analytic manifold M and let M be a Vx-module which
represents a c1assical_sJstem of eguations on X which is elliptic along M. Then (M, q; M) is
an elliptic pair. Let X be an arbItrary complex analytic manifold and let M be a coherent
Vx-module, U an open subset of X with non characteristic boundary, Fan Dl-constructible
sheaf and J a coherent Ox-module then the pairs (M, C x), (J 00x V x , C x), (Ox, F),
(M, <L' u) are elliptic.
The extension to elliptic pairs of the c1assical elliptic regularity allows us to prove that
the solution eomplex RHomr>x (M ® F, Ox) of an elliptic pair has finite dimensional co
homology if supp M n sup~ F is compact and to identify its dual with the solution
complex of the dual pair. These results are also true in a relative situation. To any
elliptic pair (M, F) we associate by a diagonal construction a microlocal Euler dass
J.l eu(M , F) E H;ha r M +55F (T*X; q}). The integral of this dass along TiX gives us the
index x( RHomr>x (M 0 F, 0 x )). We can prove that J.l eu(0 x, F) is the charaeteristic eyde
of F defined by M. Kashiwara and that Jl eu(M, F) = J.l eu(M) * JL eu(Ox, F). Assuming
the right V x module M endowed with a good filtration we define the microlocal ehern
character of M to be

and conjecture that JL eu(M) = J.l Ch2K (M).
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BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ON NONCOMPACT MANIFOLDS

Elmar Schrohe (Universität Mainz and Max-Planck-Arbeitsgruppe, Universität Potsdam)

After earlier work by Vishik and Eskin, Boutet de Monvel's calculus, established in 1971,
showed a new way of treating boundary value problems by pseudodifferential methods.
In particular, it gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the Fredholm property of
boundary value problems on smooth compact manifolds.
It has been an open problem to treat the noncompact case. For a lar~e dass of noncom
pact manifolds, a solution is presented. It starts with the constructIon of a Boutet de
Monvel type calculus for a. dass of "weighted" symbols. On /Rn, these symbol dasses were
introduced by Shubin, Parenti, and Cordes. For m = (mI, m2) E IR? oue requires that

These symbols can be transferred to manifolds with a compatible structure (Schrohe
1987).
The main results are the following:

(1) The algebra 9 of operators of order and type zero is a spectrally invariant Frechet
subalgebra of .c(H), H a suitable Hilbert space, i.e.

9 n !(H)-1 = 9-1
•

It is a \l1*-subalgebra of .c(H) in the sense of Gramsch (1984).

(2) Focusing on tbe elements of order and type zero is 00 restriction since there are
order reducing operators within the calculus.

(3) There is a necessary and sufficient criterion for the Fredholm property of boundary
value problems, based on the invertibility of symbols modulo lower order symbols.

(4) There is a functional calculus for the elements of 9 in several complex variables.

(5) There is a Fedosov type index formula on the half-space DG-.
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ASYMTOTIC$ FOR ELLIPTIC OPERATORS C~OSE TO HIGHER CORNERS

B.-W. Schulze (Max-Planck-Arbeitsgruppe, Universit"at Potsdam)

The asymptotics of solutions of elliptic equations on manifolds with a piece-wise smooth
geometry may be understood a.s a sort of elliptic regularitr' For corners of hi~her orders,
understood as singular sets of stratified spaces, this type 0 result seems to be Inaccessible
without a systematic approach in terms of pseudo-differential operators with asufficiently
rich symbolic structure. It turns out that hierarchies of leading symbols, associated with
the "lower-dimensional skeletons", partially being operator-valued, are the appropriate
structure for the concept of ellipticity. The ellipticity is defined as invertibility of all
components. Parametrices follow by inverting symbols. They can be described now up to
second order corners (locally being cones with bases having conical singularities, again)
in such a precise manner that the asymptotics actually follow by applYlng a parametrix
from the left, using the mapping prof>erties of operators in the calculus between weighted
Sobolev spaces with asymptotics. The asymptotics for second order corners contain a
cone part with double asymptotics in the two singular directions 1R.+ x IR+ 3 (t, r) , for
t -+ 0, r -+ 0 and Mellin edge asymptotics on the one-dimensional edges, emanated from
the corners.
The latter part corresponds to a reforrnulation of the edge calculus, first being given in the
operator convention from the Fourier transform, ioto a Mellio set-uPtwhich can similarly
be established as Mellin operator conventions in the cone theory. his also determines
the nature of corner Sobolev spaces for t -+ 0, S -+ o. The first part of the asyrnptotics
contains global data in terms of points of non-bijectivity of an action globally along the
base of the corner which has conical points. This is an occasion, where the aspect of
cone operator pseudo-differential algebras is necessary, also in parameter-dependent form
with the parameter in the complex Mellin plane, further holomorphic and meromorphic
families and the invertibility within that dass.
Technique and results may be fouod in

B.-W. Schulze: Pseudü-differential operators on manifolds with singularities.
North Holland 1991,

B.-W. Schulze: The Mellin pseudo-differential calculus on manifolds with corners.
Teubner-Texte zur Mathematik vol. 131 Leipzig 1992, pp. 208-289
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MATHEMATICAL QUESTIONS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS

I.M. Sigal (University of Toronto)

In my talk I reviewed some recent results and open problems in the rigorous treatment
of Quantum Mechanics of many particle systems. I discussed two groups of problems:
(a) ~)cattering Theory and (b) Bound State Problem. In the first case I reported on new
results on the central problem of asymptotic comrleteness (work with A. Soffer) and in
the second case, on new results on the p'roblem 0 asymptotics of ground states of large
atoms and molecules (work with V. Ivni). Unfortunately, because of lack of time I had
to omit the discussion of the problems of non-linear perturbation of quantum systems
(paper to appear in the CMI).
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FEYNMAN-KAC SEMIGROUPS AND HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

J.A. van Casteren (University of Antwerp)

Let E be a locally com»act seeond eountable Hausdorff spaee and let 1(0 be the generator
of a FeIler semigroup texp( - t 1(0) : t ~ O} in C00 ( E). Suppose that there exists aRadon
measure m and asymmetrie eontinuous funetion Po : (0,00) x E x E ----+ [0,00) with the
following properties: .

(i) The identity of Chapman-Kolmogorov is valid.

(ii) It is symmetrie: Po(t,x,y) = Po(t,y,x),t > O,x,y E E;

(iii) It is eontinuous in the sense that for all open subsets U of E and for all x EU, the
following identity is valid: limtlO Jv Po( t, x, y )dm(y) = 1;

(iv) 1f0:::; f:::; 1, JE Coo(E), then 0:::; Jpo(t,x,y)f(y)dm(y):::; 1, t > O,X E E;

(v) The semigroup {exp(-tKo) : t ~ O} is LI - LOO-smoothing.

In addition let V : E ----+ [-00/00] be a so-ealled Kato-Feller potential, i.e. suppose that
for every compaet subset 1< 0 E the following identity is valid:

lim sup rt

ds rdm(y )Po(s, x, Y)(V_(y) + 1K(Y )V+(y)) = o.
tlOrEEJo JE

Moreover let r be dosed subset of E, that may be considered as a singularity region
carrying an infinitely high potential barrier. Some estimates are given for the traee and
Hilbert-Sehmidt norms of operator of the form

DE(t) = exp( -t(1<0 + V)) - J- exp( -t(1<0 + V)E)J

in terms of (generalized harmonie functions) ha+v, defined by

Here S is the hitting time of the singularity region r = E\E:

S = inf{s > 0 : X(s) E E\f}

and the Dirichlet semigroup {exp( -t(1<o + Vh;) : t ~ O} is defined by

[exp( -t(I<o+Vh;)f](x) = Er ( exp ( -l V(X(u) )dU) f(X( t)) : S > t).

The following result can be proved.

Proposition. (a) If, for some a E IR, the integral Jha+V (x)1/2dm(x) is finite, then the
operators DE(t), t > 0, are of traee dass.



(b) If, for a sufficiently large, the function ha+v belongs to L'J(E, m), then the operators
DE(t), t > 0, are Hilbert-Schmidt.

We conjecture that in assertion (a) the condition that the integral Jha+V (x)l/2dm(x) be
finite, may be replaced with an Ll-condition on ha+v. In r2] Stollmann obtains quite
similar results. However, he uses techniques from operator iaeals, whereas in the proofs
we employ more straight-forward estimates. In [4] and in [3] some other closely related
results were announced. As a coroIlary we have the following.

Corollary. Ifthefunctions p(.)(S < 1) and V_(.)l/'Jp(.)(S < 1) both belong to L'J(E,m),
then there exists a E IR such that ha+v , is also a member of L'J(E, m). .
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PERTURBATION OF DIRICHLET FORMS BY MEASURES

J. Voigt (Universität Oldenburg)

The J?resented results were obtained jointly with P. Stollmann.
Let X be a locally compact space, B the O'-al~ebraof Borel sets, m a Borel-Radon mea.sure
on X. Let h be a regular Dirichlet form In· L2 (m), H the corresponding self-adjoint
~erator.

The object is to present a dass of Borel measures p such that "H +p" can be defined, and
moreover to discuss properties of the semigroup (e-t(H+Jl); t 2: 0). The operator"H + p"
will be defined as corresponding to the form h + p, where the form Jl is defined as

jt[u, v] = Juvdjt,

on a suitable domain.
~. The suitable dass for obtaining a closed form h + Jl - and thus a self-adjoint operator 
IS

Mo := {p : B -+ [0,00) 0' - additive; cap(B) = 0 => J.l(B) = O}
2. In order to obtain a form h - J.l such that the corresponding self-adi<?int operator has
"good" properties the measure J.l should belong to a suitably defined "Kato dass".
3. Ir P+ E Mo, J1.- in the "Kato dass", then h - p_ + p+ is a closed form, with corre
sponding self-adjoint operator HJl' enjoying the following properties:
(a) (e- tH,.; t 2: 0) acts as a Co-semigroup on Lp{Jl), for all p E [1,00].
(b) Ir e- tH : LI (m) ---+ Loo ( m) for all t > 0, then the same is true for e- tH,..

(c) Ir (e- tH ; t ~ 0) extends to a holomorphic semigroup on LI(m) then the same is true
for (e-tH,.; t ~ 0).
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